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Tension between Objectivity
and Subjectivity

“I cannot send you my explanation of the word ‘Romantic,’ because
it would be 125 sheets long.”

—Friedrich Schlegel,in a letter to his brother Wilhelm, 1793

Essential Question: Explain the tension betweenideas of objectivity and
scientific realism and the ideas of subjectivity and
individual expression.

The 150-year period from the late 18th century through the early 20th
century featured anideological struggle between two worldviews. Objectivity
emphasizedfacts withlittle interpretation. Subjectivity encouraged emotions
with more interpretation. Each part of the period was a direct response to,
and a reaction against, the period immediately beforeit. In art, literature, and
science, whenobjective, universal ways of thinking became the norm, the
pendulum would soon swing back toward subjective, skeptical questioning.

Throughoutthis period, artists became social activists. Scientists made
discoveries that would forever change humans’ relationship with the world
around them. Musicians created masterpieces that transcended notes on a
page. Philosophers developed social and economictheories that continue to be
tested and questioned. The tension between objectivity and subjectivity only
served to propel great art and thinking forward.

Romanticism in Art, Music, and Writing
The Enlightenment emphasizedtheprinciples of logic, reason,andrationalism.
It was followed by the Romantic period, which lasted from the late-18th to
mid-19th century. Romanticism was a backlash against the Enlightenment’s
rationalism and materialism, foreshadowed by Rousseau's interest in
introspection and feelings. (See Chapters 10, 1 1, and 12.) Romanticism chose
subjective emotion and creativity over objective logic and reason.

Romanticism was also a rejection of the Neoclassical style—a popular
movement during the Enlightenment that employed Classical themes and
linear design. Romanticism rejected Neoclassicism’s standards of order and
balance, replacing them with greater appreciation of imagination and emotion.
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Looking Inward Romantics of the 19th century tended to avoid fields

of politics and science, instead expressing themselves through art, music,

andliterature. They also were historians, but they documented the world

around them in more creative and expressive ways. Romantics encouraged

introspection, or a deep focus onthe self and one’s emotions. They examined

humanpersonality and moods, and they were fascinated by the personalities of

exceptional figures such as mythic heroes. The great figures of the Romantic

period focused on the purity ofnature as a way to abandon whatthey considered

to be the corruption of their modern society.

Individual Expression By the end of the Romantic era, a new view of

the artist had emerged. Artists of all kinds—from painters and sculptors to

composers and authors—now were seen as supremely individual creators.

Their work was not dictated by the church or a state and was limited only by

their own imaginations. Creative spirits were valued over a strict adherence

to formalrules andtraditional procedures. There was now a new emphasis on

imagination as a gatewayto a higherspiritualtruth.

Romanticism in Art

Artists of the Enlightenment attempted to depict reason and order. Their

compositionswerefilled with traditional mythologicalfigures and symbolism

that praised logic and reason. Romantic artists broke from such conventions

to emphasizeless tangible subjects such as emotion,nature, and individuality.

Landscapes British artists such as J. M. W. Turner (1775-1851) and

John Constable (1776-1837) used effects of light, atmosphere, and color

to awe at the grandeur ofthe natural world. Their landscapes reflected one

aspectofnationalism:pride in the beauty of one's homeland.

The German painter most famous for his landscapes was Caspar David

Friedrich (1774-1840). He preferred to show vast, mysterious landscapes and

seascapes. For example, The Wanderer Above the Sea ofFog (1818), portrays

a solitary individual looking outward over a turbulent sea. Friedrich showsthe

individual from behind. Asa result, the viewer cannotsee the individual's face

to know whetherheis feeling awe, fear, domination, or some other emotion.

Politics While many Romantics were more fascinated by nature than

by human events, others focused on individual heroism, battle scenes, and

dramatic conflict. Some expressed strong nationalism in their works:

+ Francisco Goya (1746-1828), a Spanish painter, portrayed dramatic,

sometimesviolent scenesofhistorical conflict. Among his best known

works was The Third ofMay (1808). It shows Spanish rebels being

executed by a Frenchfiring squad during the Napoleonic wars.

- Eugène Delacroix (1798-1863), of France, often painted contemporary

scenesin vibrantcolors. His work, Liberty Leading the People (1830)

reflected the zealous committment to equality andliberty of the

revolutionaries in France in 1830.
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Romanticism in Music

Just as Romantic artists strove to free themselves from the confines of the
preceding Enlightenment period, so did Romantic composers and musicians.
Theyprized originality and individuality in their compositions. They worked
to be less formulaic, and they freely experimented with various styles that
could showcase personal emotional expression.

* Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827) wastrainedin the Classical style.
However, his increasing use of dramatic changesin pitch and volume
and innovative harmonies marked him asoneofthe first composers
in the Romantic style. His nine symphonies and many sonatas remain
widely preformedtoday.

Frédéric Chopin (1810-1849) wrote primarily for piano. He took
advantage of improvementsin the piano design that alloweda greater
range of volume andtone quality.

> Building on the work of early Romantics, Russian composer Pyotr
Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840-1893) wrote impressive symphonies and
other works, including a ballet, The Nutcracker. Like many Romantics,
he wasinfluenced by nationalpride. His best-known work might
be The 1812 Overture, a tribute to Russian bravery in stopping the
invasion by Napoleon.

Historical Influences and Wagner Beethoven, Chopin, Tchaikovsky,
and other Romantic composers often included folk melodies in their works.
Using these tunes was one more expression ofnationalism in the 19th century.

Few composers drew upontraditional culture as much as Richard Wagner
(1813-1883) did. Wagner combined Germanic and Nordic mythology,
expressive music, and the cult of the hero to create that represented German
nationalism. Becauseofthis, long after his death, he becamea favorite among
extreme Germannationalists, including many Nazis.

Though Wagnerdrew uponthepast for content, the form of his music was
innovative. Compared to previous composers, he used far larger orchestras
and choruses, wrote much longer pieces, and used innovative harmonies.
Listener found his works awe-inspiring, even if they found them exhausting
and,at times,filled with clashing sounds they were not used to hearing. His
most famous work was the The Ring of the Nibelung, a set of four operas. A
performanceofthe full Ring cycle takes about 15 hours spread overfour days.

Romanticism in Literature

Muchofthe inspiration for literature during the Romantic period came from
premodern times. Writers looked back to a world before industrialization and
the emphasis on reason reshaped howpeople related to each other and to the
natural world. Writers such as Sir Walter Scott were attracted to the medieval
romance and folklorists such as the Grimm brothers resurrected traditional
tales. Others, including William Blake, William Wordsworth, Percy Bysshe
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Shelley, and John Keats, emphasized their emotional reactions to beauty,

nature, or the spiritual world. Mary Shelley wrote Frankenstein, a work that

explored emotional and supernatural realms, representing another move away

from the Enlightenment's reason and science. (See Chapter 15.)

Many Romantic writers took inspiration from the growth of cultural

nationalism. Throughouttheir work, they encouraged the development:

In 2012,the United States

issued a stamp of Boris Karloff's
famousportrayal of the monster
created by Dr. Frankenstein in a
1931 movie.

Credit: Getty Images

 

¢ Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832) was one of the most

influential German writers in history. People considered his works,

such ashis play, Faust, as expressions of an essential anddistinctive

spirit of the German people.

+ Lord Byron (1788-1824), an English poetandsatirist, admired both

nationalism and classical Greek culture. Hebeliefs inspired him to fight

on behalf of the Greeks in their war for independence from the Ottoman

Turks, He died in the conflict in 1824, at the age of 36.

+ Victor Hugo of France (1802-1885) wasa prolific writer whose novel

Les Misérables provided a sympathetic accountofthe lives of the poor

and outcast people of France.

Materialism in Philosophy, Science, and Economics

Romantic andliberal ideas inspired anti-monarchical revolutions across Europe

in 1848. The failure of the uprisings to replace royal authority is reflected in

the namefor the period from 1837 to 1901. They are knownas the Victorian

Era,after Queen Victoria of England, whose reign spannedthese years.
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Materialism is the philosophy that all matter—including the human
mindand its consciousness—aretheresult of physical processesofnature and
the human body. Materialism is closely related to physicalism, because of
the latter’s belief that the awareness of the human mindis the by-product of
physical processes, such as the biochemistry of the humanbrain.

Philosophyof Positivism

Positivism is the philosophy that science alone provides knowledge. It
emphasizes the rational and scientific analysis of nature and human affairs.It
is based on two principles:

° Knowledgeis based on sensory experience,noton intuition.

° Knowledgereflects data that can be observed, not on faith.

While hints of positivism can be seen in ancient philosophy and in some
works of medieval European thought, the roots of positivism lie most clearly
in the Enlightenment andits clear focus on reason.

Science of Charles Darwin

During the Enlightenment, scientists viewed the world as stable and orderly. For
example, Isaac Newton and others proposed unchanginglawsto explain how
planets moved. Biologists categorized species. However, the ideas of Charles
Darwin’s undermined this view. His emphasis on gradual but nonstop change
in animals caused scientists in all fields to rethink their focus onstability.

Charles Darwin (1809-1882) was an English naturalist who formulated
a bold theory after returning from a voyage around the world in 1837. More
than two decadeslater, he published On the Origin ofSpecies (1859), a book
that stated that species change—evolve—bya process of naturalselection.
Members ofa species that havetraits that help them survive in a particular
environment will have more offspring than members without that trait.
Eventually, all members ofthe species will be born with that trait. Darwin’s
work becamethe foundation of modern evolutionary studies.

Darwin’s workinitially shocked Victorian society by suggesting that animals
and humans shared common ancestry. Many Christians thought his ideas about
changesin species and shared ancestry went against the teachingsofthe Bible.
However, his focus on evidence rather than religious tradition appealed to the
rising class ofprofessionalscientists. By the time ofhis death in 1882, the theory
of evolution had spread throughall ofscience,literature, and politics.

The Economics of Karl Marx

The ideas of Karl Marx about history reflected the intellectual currents of his
period. Marx was a materialist because he focused on physical processes such
as how people produced goods. In contrast, other historians focused on abstract
ideas, such as those who saw history as the story of freedom. Marx’s ideas
were positivist because he attempted to ground them in the facts of history.
Finally, like Darwin, Marx tried to find laws underlying change.
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Realist Art and Literature

While Hugo’s Les Misérables expressed the drama typical of Romantic

literature, it also pointed toward a new development. Writers and painters

were examining the struggles of common people in their own country. They

created Realist art andliterature, the accurate, detailed, depiction of nature

and contemporary life. Realism rejected imaginative fantasies in favorofstrict

observation. Painters and writers of this style depicted the lives of ordinary

people. Creating a cleardepiction of the world around them meantthat Realists

also drew attention to the social problemsoftheir time.

Realist Art

Artists in the Romantic periodprized emotion over subject matter, but the pendulum

swung back during the Realist period. Artists of the 19th century strove to depict

life as accurately as possible. Some used their work to make political statements

aboutthe living conditions of those around them, especially the working poor.

France was the center of European Realism,especially through the work

of Gustave Courbet. In works such as Burial in Ornans, he emphasized the

material nature oflife. This was in contrast to the long tradition of European

paintingthat at least showedthe influenceofthe spiritual world. Courbet was

strongly opposed to anyidealization in his art, and he urged otherartists to

make the commonplace and contemporary their focus as well. From France,

the movementspreadto other parts of Europe, especially Russia and Germany.

It then crossed the Atlantic to the United States.

 

  
Individual Works Legacy
   

 

  

Gustave Courbet o The Artíst's Studio Incorporated political views into

1819-1877 e The Stone Breakers his art

France

Jean-François Millet e The Gleaners Portrayed the dignity of French

1814-1875 peasants
France

Illya Repin © Barge Haulers on the Connected Russian art to the

1844-1930 Volga European mainstream for the
first time

Russia
 

o History of Frederick the Developedillustration as an

Great importantart form
Adolph von Menzel

       1815-1905 e Iron Rolling Mill
Germany

Honoré Daumier e The Laundress Created satirical caricatures,

1808-1879 e Gargantua paintings, sculptures, and
lithographs

France
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The Gleaners (1857) by French painter Jean-Frangois Millet is among the most famous Realist

paintings.It portrayed the hard labor by womenworkinginthefields.

Credit: Getty Images

Realist Literature

Just as Realist painters wanted to show the world the actual conditions ofthose
on the bottom of the social order, so too did novelists. Honoré de Balzac,
for example, attemptedto create an almost encyclopedic portrait of the whole
range ofhis French society. As such, his series La Comédie humaine, or The
Human Comedy, pioneered the Realist movementin literature.

Realism entered the mainstream of Europeanliterature during the 1860s
and 1870s. Authors emphasizedstrict objectivity, avoiding implausible, exotic
elements. They detached themselves from their subject matter, unlike the
deeply connected Romantic authors who preceded them. Realism writing had
a very clear, very emotionally restrained criticism of the social environment
and valuesofthe time.

Onesignificantresultofliterary Realism was Naturalism, a late 19th- and
early 20th-centurymovementthataimed at an evenmore accuraterepresentation
of reality. Naturalistic authors emphasized scientific determinism, or the
belief that all natural events and social changesare determined exclusively by
the events that preceded them. The French novelist Emile Zola was the leading
authorofthe Naturalist movement.
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Individual Works Legacy

Honoré de * The Human Comedy Helpedestablish the traditional form

Balzac o The Unknown of the novel

1799-1850 Masterpiece

France

Gustave e Madame Bovary Marked the shift in French literature

Flaubert e Sentimental Education from Romanticism to Realism

1821-1880

France

Charles Dickens ¢ Tale of Two Cities Portrayed thelives of the poor,

1812-1870 o A Christmas Carol sometimes based on his own
© David Coppertield childhood

England

George Eliot e Middlemarch Described the emptiness of middle-

(Mary Ann Evans) ¢ Silas Marner class domesticlife and marriage

1819-1880

England

Leo Tolstoy e War and Peace Delved deeply into the psychology of

1828-1910 o Anna Karenina his characters

Russia

Émile Zola e Les Rougon-Macquart Depictedsocialinjustice and

1840-1902 ° J’accuse promoted politicalliberalization in
France

France

Thomas Hardy ° Tess of the d’Urbervilles Wrote about his native Wessex and

1840-1928 + Jude the Obscure the working class with sympathy

e Wessex Tales
England    
Modernism in Intellectual and Cultural Life

Realism was mostinfluential during the Victorian Era,a period ofstrict morals

and social conventions. In reaction to these limits, the Modernism movement

embraced industrialization, social change, and scientific advancement. The

Modernists pioneered new ideas in psychology andpolitical theory. Their goal

was to move beyond the Realists’ strict interpretations of the world around

them to find less literal modes of expression.

Irrationalism

The philosophy of Irrationalism moved beyondrational interpretations of

humansandtheir surroundingsto focus instead on their impulses.Irrationalists

believed that conflict and struggle led to progress and suggested thatlife did

not need to be explained only byrational methods ofscience, but also by the

spirit. Irrationalism explored humans’ biological roots through evolution.
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> Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) was a German who questioned the
fundamental, cultural values of Western philosophy and morality. He
influenced a wide range of artists and politicians with his examination
of how individuals can lead meaningfullives.

° Georges Sorel (1847-1922) was a French philosopher who argued that
social change required revolutionary action. His ideas were later used
by dictators to supporttotalitarian action.

° Henri Bergson (1859-1941) was a French philosopher who
emphasized change and evolution. Heinspired a group ofthinkers
knownas process metaphysicians.

Natural Sciences

Developments in the natural sciences such as quantum mechanics and
Einstein’s theory ofrelativity undermined the physics of Isaac Newton as an
objective way to describe nature. Modernist scientists placed human thought
and presenceat the centeroftheirpractices.

Sigmund Freud Austrian neurologist Sigmund Freud was the founder
of psychoanalysis, a therapeutic technique related to the study of the
unconscious mind. Freud’s work helped create psychology as an independent
discipline, separate from either philosophy or neurology. Psychoanalysis led
to investigations of human behavior that gradually revealed the need for more
subtle methods of analysis. Freud also delved into the human psyche and
wrote about the powerofirrational motivations and humans’ ongoingstruggle
between the conscious and unconsciousparts of their minds.

Albert Einstein While Isaac Newton regarded scientists as observers,
Albert Einstein believed scientists must be central to their own scientific
realities. His theories were less objective than strict Newtonian mechanics.
Einstein’s theory ofrelativity, for example,his life’s greatest work,relies on the
relationship between humansandtheir environment, time, and space. Einstein
is generally considered the most influential physicist of the 20th century.

  

  

 

   
Individual L |Works Legacy

Max Planck Developed quantum Changed how people
1858-1947 theory, whichrevolutionized understood space and time

the understanding of atomic and contributed to the study of
Germany and subatomic processes thermodynamics
 

Developed a wayto isolate Becamethefirst woman to win

Pure radium as well as the a NobelPrize and developed the
element polonium theoryof radioactivity

Marie Curie

1867-1934

Poland and France   
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Modern Art

Realist artists sought to depict their subjects accurately. However, in a world

with photography, painters felt less need to portray the world exactly as it

appeared In contrast. This shift led to Modern art, a style that was more

subjective, abstract, and expressive than most Europeanart throughouthistory.

It included several movements:

¢ Impressionism emphasizedlight andcoloras the true subjects of their

work.It reflected the influence ofAfrican and Japanesetraditions.

> Post-Impressionism focused more on order than on light and color.

+ Expressionism focused on portraying the internal feelings ofthe artists

rather than showing a subject accurately. The content often looked

somewhatrealistic, but modified in order to focus on a mood.

+ Fauvism emphasized vibrant rather than realistic colors.

° Cubism abandoned the need for subject matter altogether in an attempt

to depict three-dimensional subjects on a two-dimensionalplane.

The rapid evolution of art made the late 19th and early 20th centuries a

time of experiment and controversy. Traditional content, such as portraits of

aristocrats and landscapes, gave way to depictionsofthe activities ofcommon

people. Thenartists began to downplay the importance of content altogether,

emphasizing light or color or emotion. Art became nonrepresentational. The

shifts in style and content excited some museum goers and angered others.

Van Gogh's series of
paintings of sunflowers,
like those of many modern
artists, focused more on the

processofcreativity than on
the subject matter.

Credit: Wikimedia Commons.
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Individual and
Country

 

Style

  
Works

    

Legacy

 

Claude Monet

(1840-1926)
Impressionism e Impression, Sunrise

° WaterLilies (series)

° Haystacks(series)

Focused on the
useoflight and

color by painting

 

France
the same scene

at different times

of day

Edgar Degas Impressionism e Woman with Depicted
(1834-1917) Chrysanthemums everydaylife in
Fiance e The Dance Class Paris
 

Henri Matisse
(1869-1954)

France

Fauvism ° Womanwith a Hat
o La Danse

Usedbrilliant

colors to evoke

strong reactions
among viewers

 

Paul Cézanne
(1839-1906)

France

Post-Impressionism e The Bathers

e The Card Players
Took a step

toward

representational
art with

paintings the

emphasized the

painting itself

rather than the

subject matter
 

Vincent Van Gogh
(1853-1890)

Netherlands and
France

Post-Impressionism o The Starry Night
e Sunflowers

Used forceful

brushwork to

express emotion
more than

subject matter

 

Pablo Picasso
(1881-1973)

Spain and France  Cubism and others  ° Les Demoiselles
d'Avignon

© Guernica

e Untitled sculpture in
Chicago  Representedmultiple

perspectives in

onepainting

 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES: WHAT DID FRANKENSTEIN
REPRESENT?

Mary Shelley’s Gothic thriller, A Modern Prometheus, is better known as the
story of Dr. Frankenstein and the creature he broughttolife. Literary critics
and historians have debated the tale’s meaningsinceit was written.

Dangers of Modernity In 1818, few could believe an 18-year-old woman
could create such a complex story that artfully intertwined the work of the
leading scholars. Instead they saw Mary Shelley as a passive vessel describing
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the world ofher feminist mother, Mary Wollstonecraft, her radicalfather, John

Godwin, and Romantic poet husband, Percy Bysshe Shelley. Despite growing

up in this modern/liberal environment,early interpretations of Mary Shelley’s

Victor Frankenstein and his Monster described the story as a conservative or

at least moderate cautionary tale, warning against the excesses of the French

Revolution and even the abolition of slavery.

Overtime,the cautionary tale against modernity grew stronger, especially with

James Whale’s iconic 1931 film Frankenstein. Whale not only changed the

interpretation, but the genre from Gothictothefirst work ofsciencefiction. As

such, Whale showeda story that warned against the uncontrollable danger of

a selfish drive for scientific accomplishment. However, almost 100 yearslater,

Elizabeth Young, an expertin literature and genderrelations, found evidence

to show thepersistence of a “black Frankenstein” metaphorfirst used by anti-

abolitionists, seen throughoutpolitical cartoons ofthe late 19th century, and

capturedin the final scene of Whale’s movie, whenthe Monster was lynched.

A Victim Deserving Empathy In the 1970s,as historians tried to understand

the history of the masses, it seemed fitting that George Levine edited The

Endurance of‘Frankenstein’: Essays on Mary Shelley's Novel, in which

scholars explored who Mary Shelley was and how herlife shaped thelives of

her characters. In one suchessay, Lee Sterrenburg, a professorof English,“got

into the mind” ofMary Shelley,as washis specialty. This analysis revealed that

Mary Shelley did not just observe but broke with Enlightenment rationalism

and saw with her own Romantic mind. She opened the door to subjective

understandings of the world and empathy for the Monster.

A Tale of Feminism In this sameseries of essays, Ellen Moers used Muriel

Spark’s 1951 biography of Mary Shelley to provide a feminist interpretation.

Through this biographical feminist lens, Moers noted parallels between Mary

Shelley’s life and that of Frankenstein and his Monster. Moers paid attention

to Mary Shelley’s formative experiences as a motherless child and a mother of

stillborn children. Moers suggested that it was a combination ofthese uniquely

female life experiences and constant reading of the intellectuals of her time

that shaped the story of the unnamed monster. Suggesting that maybe the

early metaphors were accurate to the extent that the struggle between Victor

Frankenstein and his Monster were those same personal struggles faced by

Maryandthe liberal ideas swirling around her(but not to the degree that she

wasfully anti-revolution oranti-abolition). Again the notion that circumstances

madethe Monsterdo horrible things, instead of the Monster being inherently

evil, surfaces.

Bythe novel’s 200th anniversary,all of these interpretations of Mary Shelley’s

Monster prove that whatever her Monster meant to her, it continues to have

meaning, Whetherit is to explore liberal-conservative tension, the power of

science,the impactoftraumatic experiences, or as has been noted mostrecently,

to remind people that even those who maylook like Monsters are people,too.
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KEY TERMS BY THEME

Identity natural selection Cubism

objectivity naturalism nonrepresentationalart

subjectivity scientific determinism

Continuity and modernism
Change irrationalism

Romantic period psychoanalysis

Neoclassical quantum theory

introspection Modernart

Victorian Era Impressionism

materialism Post-Impressionism

physicalism Expressionism

positivism Fauvism 

 

Picasso startled viewers with his innovative portrayalofpeople.
This one, Three Musicians, was completed in 1921.

Credit: Wikimedia Commons.
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

Questions 1-3 refer to the painting below.

 

Wood engraving from a painting by J. M. W. Turner, The Shipwreck (1805). Tate Gallery, London.

Credit: Getty Images

1. The painting by Turner above, as well as works byartists such as Goya

and Delacroix, are examplesofthe artistic movement known as

a) Neoclassicism

b) Impressionism

c) Romanticism

d) Mannerism

2. As demonstrated in the painting, how wasthis artistic movement in

opposition to certain principles of the Enlightenment?

a) It provided exact and detailed images.

b) It emphasized the natural over the human-made.

c) It suppressed emotional responses.

d) It celebrated the rule of reason.
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3. Whichof the following authors is considereda literary exponentofthis

same movement?

a) Percy Bysshe Shelley

b) Charles Dickens

c) William Thackeray

d) Honoré de Balzac

Questions 4 and referto the following passage.

“Tn demandingfrom citizen contributionsfor the mitigation of distress . . . the

state is... reversingits function, and diminishingthat liberty to exercise the

faculties which it wasinstituted to maintain. Pervadingall nature we may see

at work a stern discipline, whichis a little cruel that it may be very kind. That

state ofuniversal warfare maintained throughoutthe lowercreation, to the great

perplexity ofmany worthy people,is at bottom the most merciful provision that

the circumstances admit of. The poverty of the incapable, the distresses that

come upon the imprudent, the starvation of the idle, and those shoulderings

aside of the weak by the strong, which leave so many “in shallows and in

miseries,” are the decreesofa large, farseeing benevolence. It seems hard that

an unskillfulness, which with all its efforts he cannot overcome, should entail

hunger upontheartisan. It seems hard that a laborer incapacitated by sickness

from competing with his stronger fellows, should have to bear the resulting

privations. It seems hard that widows and orphans should beleft to struggle

forlife or death. Nevertheless, when regarded not separately, but in connection

with the interests of universal humanity, these harsh fatalities are seen to be

full of the highest beneficence—the same beneficence which bringsto early

graves the children of diseased parents, and singles out the low-spirited, the

intemperate, and the debilitated as the victims of an epidemic.”

Herbert Spencer, Social Statics, 1851

4. This passage can best be tied to whatscientific theory espoused about
this same period of time?

a) theory of natural selection

b) the germ theory

€) Marxist socialism

d) theory ofrelativity

5. What system found support in the author’s Social Darwinism?

a) Progressivism

b) Imperialism

c) Reformism

d) Scientism
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Questions 6-8 refer to the following passage.

“To examinethe effects of violenceit is necessary to start from its long-term

consequences andnotfrom its immediate results. . . .

We have the right to conclude from this that [union-related] violence,

perpetrated in the courseofstrikes by proletarians who desire the overthrow

of the State, must not be confused with the acts of savagery. .

The immensesuccesses obtainedby industrial civilization ha[ve] created the

belief that, in the near future, happiness will be produced automatically for

everybody. ...

The optimist in politics is an inconstant and even dangerous man, because

he takes no account of the great difficulties presented by his projects;

... He frequently thinks that small reformsofthe political system and, above

all, of government personnel will be sufficient to direct the movement of

society in such a way as to mitigate those evils of the modern world which

seem so hideousto sensitive souls. ... Yet men who are participating in great

social movements alwayspicture their coming action in the form of images

of battle in whichtheir causeis certain to triumph.”

GeorgesSorel, Reflections on Violence, 1908

6. What do people such as Sorel andotheranti-capitalists advocate in

orderto achieve societal transformation?

a) measuredpolitical reforms

b) acts of savagery

€) proletariat strikes

d) automatic changes

7. Which school of philosophy is best represented by this passage?

a) Irrationalism

b) Realism

c) Romanticism

d) Expressionism

8. Whichthinkers would most likely agree with the ideas expressedin this

passage?

a) Planck and Curie

b) Delacroix and Turner

©) Nietzsche and Bergson

d) Wagnerand Chopin
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SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Use the passage below to answerallparts of the question that follows.

“Classicism assumesthe existenceofa perfect order, hidden but discoverable
beneath the chaos of human experience. But the assumption is not often
justified by the world around us, and certainly was not justified by the
succession of events in France for several decades after 1789—the tumult of
the Revolution, the hysteria of the Terror, the bloody grandeur ofNapoleon’s
triumphs, the shattering disillusion after his fall, and all the subsequent
corruption and dissension. Yet classical artists continued to put a premium
on balance, precision, and rule in a world that was lopsided, confused, and
unpredictable. The romantics would have noneoftheir outworn formulas.”

J. Canaday, Mainstreams ofModern Art,1959

a) Describe the main idea expressedin the passage by Canady.

b) Explain ONEpiece of evidence supporting the main argument.

c) Explain ONEpiece of evidence contradicting the main argument.

2. Answerall parts of the question that follows.

a) Describe ONEcontinuity between the themes of Realist artists and
writers and those of earlier Europeanartists and writers of the 18th
and 19th centuries.

b) Describe ONE change betweenthe themesof Realist artists and
writers and those of earlier Europeanartists and writers of the 18th
and 19th centuries.

c) Explain ONE importantreasonfor the continuity or change outlined
in part a orb.

LONG ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate the extent to whichscientific advancements influenced artistic
expression and the searchfor truth during the 19" century.

2. Evaluate the extent to which Modernism differed from Romanticism.

REFLECT ON THE CHAPTER ESSENTIAL QUESTION

1. In one to three paragraphs, explain the tension betweenthe ideas of
objectivity and scientific realism and the ideas of subjectivity and
individual expression.
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WRITE AS A HISTORIAN: UNDERSTAND TURNING POINTS

Somehistorical events have far more impact than others. These turning points

markthe end of one period andthe beginning of another. Thechoice ofturning

points reflects what a historian considers important. An art historian might

focus onshifts in contentorstyle in painting. A historian focused on economics

might select changes in howpeople produced goods. AP® Europeanhistory is

divided into four periods:

° Circa 1450 to 1648 (inventionof the printing press to the Peace of

Westphalia)

» Circa 1648 to 1815 (formation of nation-states to the defeat of Napoleon)

» Circa 1815 to 1914 (Congress of Viennato the start of World WarI)

© Circa 1914 to 2001 (World WarI to the 9/11 attacks)

To write using specific evidence, refer to historical periods and movements

that occur within them. Knowing why they exist and how they were named

gives you a clue abouttheir significance. Delving further into specific art and

music ofthe time can help enrich your word choice anddescriptions.

Foreach statement, identify the movement's nameandits timeframe. Then, in

your own words, explainin one sentence howitreflected other changes.

1. Romanticism emerged inlate 18th-century Europe. This movement

placed an emphasis on individual heroism,glorification of nature, and

the importance of emotion.It was a responseto the classicism and

scientific rationalism of the Enlightenment, as well as to industrialism,

which was causing population growth and urban problems. The

Third ofMay by painter Francisco Goya and “Liebestráum No. 3” by

composerFranz Liszt are two artistic expressions of the Romantic era.

2. Theartistic movement known as Realism beganafter the revolutions

of 1848. It was a rejection of Romanticism, drama, and emotionalism.

Instead,it focused onreal-life, sometimesugly, portrayals that reflected

social, economic, and politicalrealities. It relied on direct observation

of an increasingly modern world. The Third Class Carriage by

Honoré Daumier and “Un Bel Di Vedremo”from Madame Butterfly by

composer Giacomo Puccini both depicted Realisminlife.

3. Modernism wasa philosophicalas well as artistic movement

that arose in reaction to hugetransformations in Western society.

Influencing factors included industrialization, urbanization, and the

horrors of World War I. Modernism rejected religion and the certainty

of Enlightenmentideals. It focused on defying conventions. Les

Demoiselles d’Avignon byartist Pablo Picasso and Pierrot Lunaire

Op. 21 by composer Arnold Schoenbergclearly illustrated the

fragmentations of the modern world.
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